Planet Name

Introduction
Give me a brief introduction on your planet. Make it fun and captivating.
Should be about 5 sentences.

History
Give me a brief history on your planet. Who discovered your planet, when was it discovered,
where did your planet get its name, was it supposed to have another name? What other major
discoveries occurred around the time of your planet's discovery.
Should be about 5-7 sentences.

Location of your planet
Tell me the location of your planet. Where is your planet located in your solar system (what
number planet). What is the distance of your planet from the sun, what is the distance of your
planet from the earth. Tell me the period of rotation for your planet. What is the period of
revolution. Here you can also add in the size of your planet in comparison to other planets in our
solar system.
Should be about 5-7 sentences.

Physical characteristics of your planet
Tell me about your planet. What are the physical characteristics. What does the surface look like?
What is the temperature of the planet? What is the atmosphere like? Compare the atmosphere to
other planets. Are there planets with a similar atmosphere composition? Tell me about the size of
your planet here in more detail the mass diameter, etc. What is the gravitational force on your
planet? How much do people weigh on your planet versus on earth? How many moons does your
planet have.
Should be about 5-7 sentences. You can get two paragraphs in this section.

Interesting facts
Tell me interesting facts about your planet. How many missions have taken place to your planet?
Tell me about each mission. When did it occur, how long did it take, etc. Tell me about the
moons your planet has. How did they get their names?
Should be about 5-7 sentences.

Conclusion
This is your conclusion. Wrap everything up. Make it fun and interesting. Go over key points in
your research that you want me to really know about.
Should be about 5-7 sentences.